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Low Q2 wave functions of pions and kaons and their parton distribution functions
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The low Q2 wave functions of pions and kaons are studied in terms of an expansion in hadron-like Fock
state fluctuations. In this formalism, the pion and kaon wave functions are related to one another, allowing us,
in principle, to obtain the full parton structure of both pions and kaons from the measurement of light valence
quark distributions. We show that the model also predicts the intrinsic sea of pions and kaons needed at the low
Q2 scale where perturbative evolution starts. Finally, we analyze the feasibility of a method to extract the
kaon’s parton distribution functions within this approach and compare it with available experimental data.
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I. MOTIVATION

At present the only information available on the structu
of unstable mesons is on parton distributions functio
~PDFs! in pions. These PDFs are extracted from Drell-Y
~DY! dilepton and prompt photon production in pio
nucleon interactions.

In principle, the same type of experiments can be use
extract information on parton distributions in kaons by ju
replacing the pion beam by a kaon one. However, this
quires high intensity kaon beams, which are not easily att
able in present day experiments. Furthermore, there is
additional difficulty which is inherent in the kaon structur
strange valence quarks in the kaon must annihilate w
strange quarks in the target particles to produce a DY di
ton pair. As targets are made of nucleons, and strange qu
are in the sea of them, theses-s̄ annihilation processes ar
expected to have a small contribution to the total DY dile
ton cross section. Consequently, it is very difficult to hav
precise measurement of the strange valence quark dist
tion in kaons. Other procedures involving the detection o
DY dilepton pair accompanied by a fast pion in the final st
have been proposed to measure the strange quark distrib
in kaons@1#, but they rely on several assumptions comi
from recombination models.

The situation, however, is radically different with the lig
valence quark distribution. In fact, theūK distribution can be
measured rather well in DY experiments since this is, by
the major contribution to qq̄→ l 1l 2 processes in
K2-nucleon interactions. The first, and, to our knowled
the only attempt in this direction was made by the NA
Collaboration@2#, who measured the ratio of theu-quark
distribution in kaons to theu-quark distribution in pions,
ūK /ūp . In this experiment, the ratioūK /ūp was extracted
from DY dimuon production in 150 GeV/c K2,p2-nucleus
interactions. The measurement is, however, subject to l
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uncertainties due to the limited statistics of the experim
and several assumptions made in the extraction of theūK /ūp

ratio.
These facts indicate that a different approach must be

lowed in order to obtain information on the parton structu
of unstable hadrons, in particular for kaons.

In Refs. @3–5#, a model of nucleons in terms of meso
baryon bound state fluctuations was developed. This mo
describes well thed̄-ū and d̄/ū asymmetries in the nucleo
sea as measured by the E866 Collaboration@6#. The model
also describes qualitatively thes-s̄ asymmetry in nucleons
observed in a recent global analysis of deep inelastic sca
ing ~DIS! data in nucleons@7#. Moreover, it is interesting to
note that this model provides a consistent scheme to gene
nonperturbative sea quark and gluon distributions at the
Q2 scale. Let us remark that, as already noted by sev
authors@8#, these nonperturbative, valencelike, sea quark
gluon distributions at the lowQ2 input scale are needed to fi
DIS data.

The facts above indicate that this could be a sensible
proach to the problem of having a lowQ2 model of hadrons.
In view of this, it is worth extending the model to pions an
kaons. As we shall show in the following, within this mod
the parton structures of pions and kaons are related to
another. This allows us, in principle, to extract informatio
about the kaon structure from precise measurements of
pion one by means of a rather direct procedure. It is a
interesting to note that this procedure only needs the m
surement of the pion’s PDF and the ratioūK /ūp , avoiding
any measurement of the strange quark distribution in kao

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section
will study the lowQ2 wave functions of pions and kaons. I
Sec. III, we shall try to extract information on the kaon
PDF in terms of the model and the available experimen
data, and Sec. IV is devoted to conclusions and further
cussion.

II. LOW Q2 WAVE FUNCTIONS OF PIONS AND KAONS

To start with, let us consider thep2 andK2. Following
Ref. @5#, their wave functions can be expanded as
©2002 The American Physical Society16-1
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up2&5a0
pup2&1a1

pup2g&1a2
puK0K2&1•••,

uK2&5a0
KuK2&1a1

KuK2g&1a2
KuK̄0p2&1••• ~1!

at some lowQv
2 scale. The first terms in the right-hand sid

~RHS! of Eqs. ~1! are the bare meson states, which a
formed by dressed valence quarks orvalons@9#. Fluctuations
in the above expansions have a two-step origin: first a va
emits a gluon which subsequently splits into aqq̄ pair, and
secondly, theqq̄ pair interacts with valons so as to form th
Fock state fluctuation@3#. As discussed in Ref.@5#, we as-
sume that a quark or antiquark and a valon of the same fla
do not interact to form a neutral, unflavored, virtual mes
structure but annihilate nonperturbatively to a gluon. T
q̄vq or qv q̄ anihilation gives rise to the second terms in t
expansions of Eqs.~1! ~see Fig. 1!.

Hadrons in the Fock state fluctuations on the RHS of E
~1! are assumed to be formed only byvalons. These fluctua-
tions are responsible for the nonperturbative—intrinsic—qq̄
sea, which should provide the necessary binding among
stituent quarks to form hadrons@5,10#. In addition, the sec-
ond term in the RHS of Eqs.~1! provides the intrinsic gluon
distribution in the pion and kaon, respectively.

It is worth noting that, on a very general basis, individu
hadrons in theuMM 8& Fock states must be colored. Th
same is also true for theuMg& fluctuations in the second term
of Eqs. ~1! as long as the gluon is in a color octet sta
However, the fluctuation itself is colorless. Notice that, if t
two components of a generic fluctuation are in the8 repre-
sentation of color SU(3), and since 8^ 851% 8% 8% •••,
then there is a singlet~colorless! representation where th
fluctuation can be accommodated.

In the expansions of Eqs.~1! we have neglected highe
order contributions involving heavier mesons and fluct
tions to Fock states containing more than two mesons. Th
fluctuations should be far off shell and they can be saf
ignored at this point.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of aup2&→uK0K2& fluctua-
tion ~upper! and a process giving rise to theup2&→up2g& fluctua-
tion ~lower!.
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The coefficientsai
M , M5p,K, i 51,2,3, . . . , in Eqs.~1!

are constrained by probability conservation:( i uai
Mu251.

Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi ~DGLAP!
evolution to higher Q2 generates the perturbative—
extrinsic—sea ofqq̄ pairs and gluons.

Since valon distributions in pions and kaons are related

vp~x![v ū/p2~x!5vd/p2~x!5vu/p1~x!5v d̄/p1~x!,

vK~x![v ū/K2~x!5vd/K°~x!5v d̄/K̄°~x!5vu/K1~x!,

vs/K[vs/K2~x!5v s̄/K1~x!5vs/K̄°~x!5v s̄/K°~x!,
~2!

due to isospin invariance, then at theQv
2 scale parton distri-

bution functions are given by

ūp~x!5dp~x!

5ua0
pu2vp~x!1ua1

pu2Ppg^ vp1ua2
pu2PKK ^ vK ,

sp~x!5 s̄p~x!5ua2
pu2PKK ^ vs/K ,

gp~x!5ua1
pu2Pgp~x! ~3!

for pions, and

ūK~x!5ua0
Ku2vK~x!1ua1

Ku2PKg^ vK1ua2
Ku2PpK ^ vp ,

sK~x!5ua0
Ku2vs/K2~x!1ua1

Ku2PKg^ vs/K21ua2
Ku2PKp

^ vs/K ,

dK~x!5ua2
Ku2PpK ^ vp ,

d̄K~x!5ua2
Ku2PKp ^ vK ,

gK~x!5ua1
Ku2PgK~x! ~4!

for kaons. In Eqs.~3! and ~4!

PMM8^ vq/M[E
x

1dy

y
PMM8~y!vq/MS x

yD ~5!

is the probability density of the nonperturbative contributi
to the parton distribution coming from theuMM 8& fluctua-
tion @4,5#. A brief description about how to obtain thePMM8
probability densities is given in the Appendix.

Looking at Eqs.~3! and~4! it follows that, since thePMM8
probability densities are calculable within the model, t
knowledge of the valon distributions will determine the e
tire structure of pions and kaons up to the coefficients giv
the probability of each individual fluctuation. Furthermor
only three valon distributions must be determined, nam
vp , vK , andvs/K .

In order to determine the valon distributions, one mu
note that the second of Eqs.~3! gives the strange quark dis
tributions in pions only in terms ofvs/K . Then, by using the
convolution theorem applied to Mellin transforms we c
formally invert that expression to obtain
6-2
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vs/K~n!5
sp~n!

ua2
pu2PKK~n!

, ~6!

where f (n) is the Mellin transform off (x). A deevolution
from the experimentalQ2 to the Qv

2 scale is understood in
sp . Notice that the above equation not only determines
shape ofvs/K , but also fixes the coefficientua2

pu2, since the
strange valon distribution must be normalized to 1.

Oncevs/K(x) is known, thevK(x) distribution becomes
fixed by momentum conservation; thus

vK~x!5vs/K~12x!. ~7!

Then, by measuring only the strange quark distribution
pions, the valon probability densities in kaons are de
mined. Now, by measuringūp andgp we can determine the
remainingvp through

vp~n!5
ūp~n!2ua2

pu2PKK~n!vK~x!

ua0
pu21ua1

pu2Ppg~n!
, ~8!

where we have used again the convolution theorem app
to Mellin transforms. Once again, a deevolution from t
experimentalQ2 to the Qv

2 scale is understood in bothūp

andgp . Since the coefficientsua1
pu2 andua2

pu2 are fixed once
the strange quark and gluon distributions in pions are m
sured@see the second and third of Eqs.~3!#, there are no free
parameters in Eq.~8! due to probability conservation.

To extract the shape of the required valon distributio
and the values of the coefficientsuai

pu2 ( i 51,2,3), it is worth
noting that pp→gX cross sections are dominated byqg
scattering; thus they are sensitive to the gluon distributi
On the other hand, the difference of cross sectionss(p2p)
2s(p1p) is dominated byqq̄ anihilation, allowing in this
way the determination of quark distributions in pions. F
thermore, in Ref.@11# it was argued that adequate line
combinations ofp6-nucleon DY cross sections should allo
the determination of valence densities in pions, indep
dently of sea quark distributions. Having the gluon and
lence quark distributions, the sea quark densities can be
termined.

Thus, the determination of the valon densitiesvp , vK ,
andvs/K and the parametersuai

pu2 can be achieved by mea
suring only the pion parton structure. In practice, howev
some sort of iterative procedure is needed to determinevp ,
vK , andvs/K from experimental data sincevp enters in the
calculation of thePpg andPKK probability densities.

Once the valon distributions are known, we can proce
to determine the kaon PDF. To this end, however, some
perimental input on kaon parton distributions is needed. T
ūK distribution can be measured inK2-nucleon DY experi-
ments; thus we can use the relationship in the first of Eqs~4!
to fix the coefficientsai

K ( i 51,2,3) in the kaon wave func
tion. SincevK andvs/K have been determined previously, th
kaon PDFs become completely fixed. This will be done
the next section.
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III. KAON PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS

Most of the existing parametrizations of pion PDFs ha
been obtained assuming an SU(3)f lavor symmetric sea. Fur-
thermore, in most cases theqq̄ sea has been generated pe
turbatively through DGLAP evolution@12–14#. Thus it is not
possible to determine the valon distributionsvp , vK , and
vs/K from present parametrizations. This will require us fi
to determine separately the valence and sea distribution
pions, and secondly to reanalyze the existing data
p6-nucleon dilepton and prompt photon production in ter
of the model presented here. Consequently, meanwhile,
refrain from any attempt at determining the valon distrib
tions from experimental data. Instead, we will use the va
distributions in pions and kaons proposed in Ref.@9#,

vp~x!51,

vK~x!5aKxa21~12x!b21,

vs/K~x!5aKxb21~12x!a21, ~9!

wherea andb are related bya/b5ml /mh;2/3. ml andmh
are the light and strange valon masses in kaons andaK is a
normalization constant.

These simple valon parametrizations would allow us
have both an idea of the feasibility of this method to extr
the kaon’s PDF, as well as some insight into the kaon lowQv

2

structure.
To obtain the values of theuai

Ku2 coefficients in the kaon

wave function, data forūk /ūp by the NA3 Collaboration@2#
were fitted using

ūK~x!

ūp~x!
5

ua0
Ku2vK~x!1ua1

Ku2PKg^ vK~x!1ua2
Ku2PpK ^ vp~x!

ūp~x!
,

~10!

together with the valon distributions of Eqs.~9!. Notice that
the fitting function has only two free parameters due to pr
ability conservation. For theūp distribution we have used
two different parametrizations; the Gluck-Reya-Vogt set
~GRV-P! @14# distribution at the input scaleQ250.4 GeV2,
and theūp distribution atQ0

2.0.5 GeV2 obtained in Ref.
@15# by means of a Monte Carlo model of hadrons. Th
enables us to test the sensitivity of the model to the shap
the ūp distribution.

In order to do the fits we assumed that theūK /ūp ratio is
independent ofQ2. We recognize that this assumption cou
be questionable, but given the large error bars of the N
data, and the uncertainty in the valon distributions, the
are hardly sensitive to QCD evolution.

The results of the fits are displayed in Fig. 2 and in Ta
I. All the fits were done usinga51.5 andb52.25 in thevK
distribution of Eqs.~9!. As can be seen in the figure, the ma
effect of using a differentūp distribution is in the lowx
(,0.2) region. But in this region, the pion valence distrib
tion is not well known.
6-3
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A noticeable effect is also evident in the value of theuai
Ku2

coefficients~see Table I!. In fact, using the GRV-P parametr
zation, the probability of theuK̄0p2& fluctuation of the kaon
is bigger than the probability of theuK0& state, opposite to
intuition. On the other hand, using theūp distribution of Ref.
@15#, one getsua1

Ku2;ua2
Ku2 and ua0

Ku2.ua1
Ku2, as expected

Given the uncertainties coming mainly from the shape of
valon distributions, these facts have no special meaning
garding valence distributions in pions. However, the gene
scheme proposed seems to be significant in order to ex
the kaon’s PDF.

In Fig. 3 we display theūK distribution obtained from fits
using theūp parametrization of Ref.@15# in comparison to
the ūp distribution itself. As expected, theūK probability
density is peaked at lowerx than the one of the pion, indi
cating that light valence quarks in kaons carry on aver
less momentum than valence quarks in pions.

In Fig. 4 we show the full set of valence and intrinsicqq̄
and gluon distributions inK2 at the low Qv

2 scale. These
distributions were calculated using the coefficients in
second row of Table I together with Eqs.~4!, ~5!, and~9!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we addressed the problem of the lowQ2

structure of thep2 andK2. We showed, by using a hadron

FIG. 2. ūK /ūp as a function ofx. Data are from Ref.@2#. Dashed

line is the fit using theūp distribution of Ref.@14#; the solid line is

the fit using theūp distribution given in Ref.@15#.

TABLE I. Parameters in theūK /ūp fitting function.

xūp(x) ua0
Ku2 ua1

Ku2 ua2
Ku2

GRV-P @14# 0.39260.050 0.10160.059 0.50760.077
2.3x1.1(12x) @15# 0.64660.083 0.17760.097 0.17760.127
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like Fock state expansion of the pion and kaon wavefu
tions, that thep2 andK2 structures are related one anoth
The same is also true concerning the structure of thep1 and
K1, where similar relationships to those displayed in E
~1!–~4! can be found.

FIG. 3. ūK ~solid line! compared to theūp ~dashed line! distri-

bution as a function ofx at the lowQv
2 scale. TheūK distribution

comes from the coefficients in the second row of Table I. The
lence distribution in pions uses the the parametrization of Ref.@15#.

FIG. 4. K2 parton distributions at theQv
2 scale as a function of

x obtained from fits using theūp parameterization given in Ref

@15#. Upper: ūK ~solid line! and sK ~dashed line! distributions.

Lower: dK ~solid line!, d̄K ~dashed line!, andgK ~dot-dashed! dis-
tributions.
6-4
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The p0 structure, however, deserves separate consi
ation. In fact, thep0 wave function at the lowQv

2 scale can
be writen as@5#

up0&5b0up0&1b1up0,g&1b2up2p1&

1
b3

A2
@ uK2K1&2uK0K̄0&] 1•••. ~11!

Thus, unlike charged pions, where the intrinsic sea is form
only by strange quarks and gluons, in thep0 the intrinsic sea
is formed also byuū and dd̄ quarks due to theup1p2&
fluctuation. It should be noted also that, as theup0g& and the
up1p2& fluctuations have the same origin, namely, the sp
ting of a gluon to auū or dd̄ pair, it can be assumed tha
ub1u2;ub2u2, thus possibly reducing the intrinsicss̄ sea due
to probability conservation. This indicates a remarkable d
ference between the structures of charged and neutral p

The K0 and K̄0 parton structures do not suffer from th
above complications and can be determined, just by us
isospin symmetry, from the structure of the charged ones

We want to stress that one can determine the comp
structure of pions and kaons from a minimal set of measu
ments of thep and K2 PDFs just by extracting the thre
valon distributionsvp , vK , and vs/K . In this sense the
model has an interesting predictive power. Note that, a
matter of fact, the experimental information one can get
the kaon structure is only on the light valence quark dis
bution. Measurements of the strange and even sea quark
tributions in kaons are not possible for practical reasons.
tually, strange and sea quarks contribute to the total
dilepton cross section only through valence-sea and sea
qq̄ annihilation. Thus their contributions are small and ca
not be easily separated, and one must rely on other met
to obtain information on the kaon structure.

Moreover, the model predicts the structure of pions a
kaons at the lowQv

2 scale, where perturbative QCD~PQCD!
evolution starts. This gives a plausible solution to the lo
standing problem of the valencelike sea quark and gl
distributions needed, at the lowQ2 input scale for evolution,
to describe experimental data on hadron structure. Furt
more, the model predicts, for each hadron, what initial~in-
trinsic! sea quark flavors and gluon distributions must
considered. This is important not only for nucleons, but a
for pions and kaons. Note that the pion PDFs usually giv
in the literature have been determined by using a SU
symmetric sea, and in most cases this sea has been gene
by means of PQCD evolution alone.

Finally, we would like to remark that a confident determ
nation of pion and kaon PDFs requires a reanalysis of
pion data in terms of the model presented here.
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APPENDIX: IN-MESON HADRON DISTRIBUTIONS

The meson probability densityPMM8(x) in the uMM 8&
fluctuation has been calculated in Refs.@4,5#. It is given by

PMM8~x!5E
0

1dy

y E
0

1dz

z
F~y,z!R~x,y,z! ~A1!

with

F~y,z!5byvq~y!zq8~z!~12y2z!a,

R~x,y,z!5a
yz

x2
dS 12

y1z

x D . ~A2!

In Eqs.~A2!, vq andq8 are the valon and the quark or ant
quark distributions which will form the mesonM in the
uMM 8& fluctuation. Theq8 distribution is generated throug
gluon emission from a valon followed byq8q̄8 pair creation,
which are basic processes in QCD. Thus its distribution
given by @3#

q8~x!5q̄8~x!5N
ast

2 ~Qv
2!

~2p!2 E
x

1dy

y
PqgS x

yD
3E

y

1dz

z
PgqS y

zD vq~z!, ~A3!

where Pqg(z) and Pgq(z) are the Altarelli-Parisi splitting
functions@16# given by

Pgq~z!5
4

3

11~12z!2

z
,

Pqg~z!5
1

2
@z21~12z!2#. ~A4!

It is worth noting that the only scale dependence appe
ing in Eq.~A3! arises throughast(Q

2). Since the valon scale
is typically of the order ofQv

2;0.64 GeV2 @9#, then q8q̄8
pair creation can be safely evaluated perturbatively beca
ast

2 /(2p)2 is still sufficiently small. The normalization con
stantsa, b, andN in Eqs. ~A2! and ~A3! contribute to the
global normalization coefficient of the corresponding Fo
state fluctuation in the expansion of Eqs.~1!.

Momentum conservation also requires

PMM8~x!5PM8M~12x!, ~A5!

a condition which relates the in-mesonM andM 8 probability
densities. Additionally, hadrons in theuMM 8& fluctuation
must be correlated in velocity in order to form a bound sta
This implies that

^xPMM8~x!&
mM

5
^xPM8M~x!&

mM8
, ~A6!

fixing in this way the exponenta in Eqs. ~A2!. Notice also
that PgM is calculated from the ‘‘recombination’’ of an anti
quark with a valon of the same flavor@5#. Then, formally, the
PgM corresponds to thep0 distribution in a hypothetical
uMp0& fluctuation.
6-5
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